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TRENDS & FORECASTING

“Digital Twins” And The Future Metaverse Supply Chain

By Nicholas West

Just a couple of issues ago I covered how Facebook’s rebranding
to Meta marked the beginning of making the “Metaverse” a
household term. Indeed, sales are already booming. In fact, it was
apparently the “star” of the annual CES tech fair. Meanwhile, 6G is
being designed to help realize the longstanding vision of
gamifying our reality through a whole new set of augmented and
virtual reality applications. Combined with what we see happening
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via crypto gaming, the next stage of this new economy is set to be
far more comprehensive than the first PR push indicates. In fact,
there is now a danger that most people will have already assumed
that the Metaverse will remain a place participated in only by kids
and gamers.

Some of the early signs of this trend beginning to dramatically
accelerate and expand were highlighted in Issue 53, where our
burgeoning health and genetic surveillance has started to merge
with various blockchain initiatives including the first ever “baby on
a blockchain” birth registration. While there certainly are valid
use-cases for enhancing health privacy through similar
non-custodial mechanisms we use for our cryptocurrency, there is
a parallel initiative to project as much real-world data as possible
into centralized blockchain systems that are intended to produce
“digital twins” that will become part of a much wider move into a
future Metaverse society.

Let’s look at how our current supply chain crisis presents yet
another opportunity for a new design that does not have human
liberty as its prime motivation.

The Signposts

Some people have already begun to voluntarily embrace the
Metaverse well beyond the scope of simply creating an avatar to
be used as a form of mostly harmless entertainment. As reported
by Technocracy News, one couple is overjoyed at having been
married in the Metaverse recently.

Traci and Dave Gagnon met in the cloud, so it only made
sense that their wedding took place in it. On Labor Day
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weekend, the couple — or rather, their digital avatars — held
a ceremony staged by Virbela, a company that builds virtual
environments for work, learning and events.

Ms. Gagnon’s avatar was walked down the aisle by the
avatar of her close friend. Mr. Gagnon’s avatar watched as
his buddy’s avatar ambled up to the stage and delivered a
toast. And 7-year-old twin avatars (the ring bearer and flower
girl) danced at the reception.

As Patrick Wood rightly commented:

With billions of real dollars being poured into development of
metaverse fantasy worlds, participants are willingly jumping
in. The bride opined, “I’m always a size 4, even in January,
and I never have a bad hair day.” It won’t be long until a
virtual divorce court is created to preside over virtual
split-ups.

As the above article also notes, the pandemic has already
encouraged weddings via Zoom to become popularized.
Regardless of current legality, marrying in the Metaverse is bound
to rise to an extent where this will become a legitimate legal issue
to be addressed potentially in the very near future.

Perhaps a clearer sign of the seriousness with which a Metaverse
future is being planned for comes from Barbados where their
diplomatic embassy has been opened in the popular virtual
property space of Decentraland. The Seattle Times quoted
Barbados ambassador Gabriel Abed who made it clear that this
was more than a mere novelty:
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“This is going to change the way the world works,” Abed, 35,
said in a telephone interview from Dubai, where he is
Barbados’ real-world ambassador to the United Arab
Emirates. “The embassy is a small thing. The big thing is
what governments can do together when land is no longer
physical land and limitations are no longer part of the
equation.” …

“This is about diplomatic parity. We simply cannot support
197 diplomatic missions around the world,” he said. “We
recognize that we’re a 166-square mile island — we’re tiny
— but in the metaverse we’re as large as America or
Germany.”

Barbados’ diplomatic compound will likely cost anywhere
from $5,000 to $50,000 to build, but all the expenses are
being covered by a “five-figure” grant from Decentraland.
Other users on the site have also offered to donate land, he
said.

“The cost is not too bad,” he said. “It’s a fraction of what a
physical embassy costs.”

The scope of these “digital twin” systems is in fact expanding at a
blinding pace. The first order of business is to set up the virtual
network representation of all real-world people and their activities.

Amazon is naturally positioning itself as a leader. On November
30th, they announced the arrival of their AWS IoT TwinMaker
program. As you’ll read below, their idea of a digital twin is not
restricted to your personal avatar’s activities in cyberspace, but
will be an accurate projection of you in the real world also.
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Moreover, this illustrates how some of the other pieces that have
been built within the Internet of Things, augmented reality, virtual
reality and the overall surveillance apparatus can coalesce into
something that will create two-way interoperability between the
real and virtual worlds, leading no doubt to more pernicious
economic and social management schemes:

With AWS IoT TwinMaker, you can quickly get started with
creating digital twins of equipment, processes, and facilities
by connecting data from different data sources like
equipment sensors, video feeds, and business applications,
without having to move the data into a single repository. You
can use built-in data connectors for the following AWS
services: AWS IoT SiteWise for equipment and time-series
sensor data; Amazon Kinesis Video Streams for video data;
and Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) for storage of
visual resources (for example, CAD files) and data from
business applications. AWS IoT TwinMaker also provides a
framework for you to create your own data connectors to use
with other data sources (such as Snowflake and Siemens
MindSphere). AWS IoT TwinMaker forms a digital twin graph
that combines and understands the relationships between
virtual representations of your physical systems and
connected data sources, so you can accurately model your
real-world environment.

Once the digital twin graph is built, customers want to
visualize the data in context of the physical environment.
Using AWS IoT TwinMaker, you can import existing 3D
models (such as CAD files, and point cloud scans) to
compose and arrange 3D scenes of a physical space and its
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contents (e.g. a factory and its equipment) using simple 3D
tools. To create a spatially aware visualization of your
operations, you can then add interactive video and sensor
data overlays from the connected data sources, insights
from connected machine learning (ML) and simulation
services, and equipment maintenance records and manuals.

To help developers create a web-based application for end
users, AWS IoT TwinMaker comes with a plugin for Amazon
Managed Grafana. End users, such as plant operators and
maintenance engineers use Grafana applications to observe
and interact with the digital twin to help them optimize factory
operations, increase production output, and improve
equipment performance. Amazon Managed Grafana is a
fully managed service for the open source dashboard and
visualization platform from Grafana Labs.

An accompanying video makes no mystery of the intention behind
the initiative, saying that “In order to stay competitive we need to
create a centralized view of silos of data. This is where digital
twins step in.”

Once business infrastructure systems and processes are
mapped, this can expand outward to the scale of entire towns and
cities. Right around the same time that Amazon made its
announcement, India announced that it has embarked on a
two-year mission to develop digital twins of its top 100 urban
centers. Here again, not much is left to the imagination about how
pervasive, intrusive and potentially punitive this is intended to be
in the real world. We also can see how the rise of autonomous
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systems can be de-siloed, becoming part and parcel of a much
wider centralized system.

The 3D models can be utilised for a range of services like
improving network coverage and analytics in telecom
infrastructure, enabling renewable energy development
through urban solar applications, providing access to
low-cost EV charging stations, facilitating advanced systems
for autonomous vehicles and enhancing the speed of
delivery in e-commerce. They will also help in expediting
assessments around disaster management, emergency
response, street vending activity, water conservation, and
property tax valuation and collection.

“This digital twin of urban India will herald a transformation in
map usage in the country as we would have literally
captured every inch of a city. These highly accurate 3D data
sets will also be a step towards metaverse, which will
constitute an essential part of a digitalised Indian economy,”
observed (Genesys chairman & managing director, Sajid)
Malik.

Similarly to some of the other solutions we have seen to the
problems created in the Covid era, so too can the solutions
presented by a digital twin Metaverse be introduced in the wake
of the supply chain failures that have begun appearing in earnest.
And wouldn’t you know, the FTC has now ordered Amazon,
Walmart, Kroger and other retail behemoths – including Pfizer on
the healthcare side, and Tyson on the food supply side – to
properly explain why there have been so many reports of empty
shelves and missing products. The agency has given these
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retailers 45 days to share internal documentation that will reveal
the scope of this problem.

Wouldn’t it be great if these mega-retailers had already mapped
out their digital twin counterparts to thwart such disruptions in the
future? Perhaps they will be mandated to do so? I think we can
start to see where this is going.

As the MSN article cited above also notes, people will need to be
integrated into this version of the Metaverse … and the
technology already exists.

For instance, today, there are technologies available that can
create the digital twin of a person to replicate not their outer
traits but also inner qualities like personality, emotions,
thoughts and skills to offer predictive insights.

Now we can see the full potential for facial and emotional
recognition systems, as well as behavioral A.I. and all of the
predictive medical and law enforcement uses that we have
previously covered over the last five years here at Counter
Markets. Just like all of the personal surveillance devices
masquerading as entertainment and necessary conveniences for
work and play, a whole new group of people is set to enter the
Metaverse willingly, probably with no idea of how this will be used
in the future.

Metahero is one such project that is promoting full-body ultra HD
metascanning to prepare for a future where you can
#BeYourOwnHero in the Metaverse.
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This video about their newest V3 tech seriously sounds like a
pitch for a lost episode of Black Mirror where they detail plans to
“scan millions of people next year.”

To make matters more confusing, much of what we see
surrounding the Metaverse is wrapped in the trappings of
cryptocurrency, which makes it essential to separate the massive
benefits that can come from the privacy tools enabled by
blockchain tech and the absolute inversion of those systems that
are set to arrive through the digital twin ecosystem. A host of
supply chain “cryptos” will in fact assist in building out the worst
versions of what is to come. VeChain, based in China, is the
current leader in the space. Marketed as a sound solution to
prevent counterfeit goods by ensuring that products offered to the
public are of correct provenance, as well as provide the most
transparent and accurate inventory management, its own stated
mission shows that it will become integral to all aspects of The
Fourth Industrial Revolution on a global economic and
government scale.

VeChain aims to use distributed governance and Internet of
Things (IoT) technologies to create an ecosystem which
solves major data hurdles for multiple global industries from
medical to energy, food & beverage to sustainability and
SDG goals (United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
- Ed.) …

Carbon, supply chain, international logistics, incentivised
ecosystems, automobile passports and more all greatly
benefit from the digitisation of trust and collaboration it
enables.
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This video from Whiteboard Crypto does an excellent job of
simplifying these complex systems and demonstrating how
companies like VeChain are forming the backbone of the larger
structure being built. It’s always important to keep in mind,
however, that valid consumer-centered concerns like medical
tracking and food safety are only one direction of this two-way
data stream. Again, as we see with the convenience of our home
and personal digital devices, the ability for them to be turned
toward us for data extraction and surveillance is ever present.

Perhaps no one is better than Christian Westbrook (Ice Age
Farmer) at explaining how dangerously close we are to a form of
high-tech collectivization that is bound to occur if all of the same
actors in government, finance and production take the reins of our
food supply chain and other truly essential services. It’s the very
same potential scenario that was created by Soviet central
planners as they took over the local food production systems of
Ukrainians in 1932-1933. The mass famine and starvation
resulted in an estimated 7 million deaths, known as The
Holodomor, and is one of the most consistently ignored warnings
from human history. Nevertheless, it’s being peddled as a solution
once again.

In this video, Christian covers CITIES2030 – the European
version of the solution to the various stages of the supply chain
crisis that incorporates the concepts of digital twins and the
Metaverse directly into “urban food management,” a future where
smart cities become an interconnected network for food
production and distribution. Christian takes you through the
various new regulations and tracking requirements that are aimed
at locking out traditional farmers and funneling everyone into
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purely urban food systems run by A.I. and managed in the
Metaverse.

Concluding Thoughts

I’m convinced that a Metaverse supply chain is going to be
essential to the climate change economy when it is fully rolled out
(and we are being told in advance that authoritarianism may be
necessary). This will take all of what we have seen in Covid
tracking, lockdowns and mandates and offer and even more
efficient and powerful means to push and pull the economy into
whichever direction central planners will market as being
necessary for the “greater good. As the graphic below details, we
are well on our way to building this Metaverse system; all that
remains is to lock the puzzle pieces together. By identifying our
own participation in these structures and informing others, we can
do our best to slow this machinery and perhaps grind it to a halt.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Setting A Vision And Goals For Entrepreneurs

By Vin Armani

Last month I had a conversation with notorious influencer Hotep
Jesus about the business and cultural trend currently being
labeled as Web3. In preparing for our talk, I spent some time
going back and laying out a timeline of Big Tech spanning the last
30 years.
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The story of The Web is an interesting one and I have personally
had a front-row seat across all three decades of its existence in
personal, professional and entrepreneurial contexts. Something
that is clear to anyone paying attention – as a reader of Counter
Markets, that surely includes you – is that a new chapter is
unfolding where entrepreneurs will need to discard some of the
existing norms in order to succeed. Simultaneously, the
time-tested principles that have led to success in the past are as
valuable and necessary as ever.

I do my best, each month, to give my thoughts not on “what” to
think, but rather on “how” to think (or at least how I am currently
thinking) about a given scenario. This month, I share my thoughts
on how to approach an environment where the rules are only just
being discovered, how to set goals in such an environment and
how to measure success.

I have never been attracted to industries or businesses that have
established norms and well-worn operating procedures. There is
nothing wrong with these types of businesses. In fact, they are
crucial for delivering the necessities of life. My passion, however,
lies in seeking solutions for problems that are not currently being
addressed or are thought to be impossible to solve. The benefit of
seeking out these more ambitious opportunities is that I have led
a life filled with entrepreneurial adventure. This comes with the
cost of less stability (at least until recently) than could be
expected by taking a position at a large corporation and iterating
through progressively more esteemed positions over the course
of decades.
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One great challenge encountered by those who seek
entrepreneurial adventure is a great difficulty in measuring
success in real-time. Success in a truly disruptive company
certainly can’t always be measured in profit, at least not right
away. Amazon, for example, didn’t turn a profit until 9 years after
its founding. No one founding a local book shop in 1994, the year
Amazon was founded, would keep their doors open if they
couldn’t turn a profit after only one or two years. Amazon has,
ironically, been so successful at what it does, that it has led to the
disappearance of most local book shops.

Had Amazon shuttered due to lack of profit in its first 5 years –
FedEx wasn’t profitable for its first 5 years; ESPN for its first 5
years; Tesla for its first decade – that would have been one of the
all-time greatest business blunders. That the wise decision was
made to continue putting capital and effort into building the
business means that some other measurement of success was at
play.

Last month I wrote about truly extraordinary businesses being
guided by “vision.” Setting goals and measuring success in the
context of a visionary enterprise is not as simple as measuring
profit. In fact, there is a path that needs to be walked before you
can get to profitability in an adventurous enterprise. Profitability
isn’t even your ultimate goal.

There was an excellent, if epic, blog post from Wait But Why that
was released in 2017, after Elon Musk announced Neuralink. The
first three parts of the article are about artificial intelligence and
cognitive science. The fourth part of the article spends time
dissecting Elon Musk’s approach to entrepreneurial adventure
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and, unique among articles I have seen of this type, actually
diagrams the Elon Musk business process:

In the “Elon Musk Company Formula,” which we can see also has
applied to companies such as Amazon and Netflix, we can see
that the goal – the ultimate end point of the vision and the solution
sought – is not to have a profitable business. This formula is best
understood by beginning with the goal and working backwards:

1. The entrepreneur has an ambitious goal that, he believes,
results in the world being a better place.

2. He realizes that to achieve that goal will require the
existence of an industry (or ecosystem of industries) that
doesn’t yet exist.

3. He understands that, in order for such an industry to exist,
there is some key innovative product (or service) that must
exist in the marketplace, but currently does not exist.
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4. He knows that, in order for the required product or service to
be ready for market, some enterprise will need to develop
and iterate on the product or service for many years, and
with significant capital expenditure.

5. He decides that the best way to have capital oriented toward
the necessary development and iteration process is to build
a company that is focused on the development process and
that is able to turn a profit selling some product or service
related to the product or service that is required to spark the
industry that will be necessary to reach the goal.

We can see how this formula has played out with two Musk
companies: Tesla and SpaceX:
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There is a short, powerful interview with Jeff Bezos done in 1997
that I have returned to many times. In it, he lays out, succinctly,
the reason why he chose to create an online bookseller.
Fundamentally, he says that a bookstore that was able to sell
every title in print (and some out of print), millions of unique items,
could only be done on the Web. It turns out that the book market
segment is the one with the most unique product items available
for sale. Just as Frank Sinatra sang of New York, “If you can
make it there, you’ll make it anywhere,” Bezos realized that if he
could successfully sell every book title, he could sell literally
anything with the platform he had built to accommodate books.
Twenty-five years later, Bezos’ hypothesis has been proven
correct. Bezos’ goal was an eCommerce platform for selling
everything. An online bookstore was a sustainable business.

Elon Musk’s SpaceX hypothesis is similar: if a private company
can’t even deliver things to low Earth orbit cheaper and more
reliably than governments, private companies will never colonize
other planets. Colonization of other planets, specifically Mars, is
Musk’s goal. SpaceX is a sustainable business.

In looking at the examples of Amazon and SpaceX we can see a
pattern and begin to get some clarity about the relationship
between the startup enterprise and the goal. The initial business
is the means to a series of ends. So, in beginning and steering a
new visionary enterprise, we measure success by the distance we
have covered on a path to the goal. If the goal is sufficiently
useful, and if it promises to truly make life better for billions of
people, then profit is assured, so long as there is steady progress
through the steps of the formula. Articulation of the vision as a
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story of the journey “from here to there” is the map against which
you will judge progress and reorient as necessary. Seeing your
business in this manner frees you up from attachment to any
particular product offering or tactical move. If pivoting away from a
certain product, tactic, or strategy orients you and your enterprise
more directly toward your goal and puts your path more in line
with your already-articulated vision, then pivot you must.

Finding that big goal is finding a big problem that you are truly
passionate about solving. Michael Seibel, founder of Twitch.tv and
CEO of technology incubator Y Combinator, is a true guru when it
comes to thinking about problems. He has a wonderful 4-part
heuristic for starting to find the problem on which you should be
working:

1. The problem should be one that you, personally, have. In this
way you can be sure, to your core, that it is a problem.

2. The problem should be frequent. The best problems to work
on are those that you are experiencing constantly.

3. The problem should be intense. The best problems to work
on solving are those that result in significant discomfort
and/or suffering.

4. The problem should be ubiquitous. The best problems to
work on are those that affect many people. Problems that
affect everyone are the most profitable to solve.

Seibel’s heuristic, in addition to helping us select the right
problem, also gives us a simple metric for judging success:

“Is my business reducing the frequency of the suffering and
discomfort of the problem for an increasing number of people.”
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When we set out to have an entrepreneurial adventure based on
a long-term vision toward an ambitious goal, we measure success
by the degree to which we are making life better for people.
People will pay, handsomely, to have their lives greatly improved.
The current environment is one of great suffering for all of
humanity. Huge problems abound and so do opportunities for bold
individuals to set ambitious goals that, if met, will improve the
lives of billions of people. Humanity has never seen the particular
patterns at play in the world today, but our species is no stranger
to dark times. Now is the time to set your face toward a better
future and embark on an entrepreneurial adventure to build that
better future.
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WEALTH

Inflation or Deflation in 2022?

By Jeff Paul

Lately, friends and family have been asking me where to put
excess cash. They’re worried about dollars losing value. And
they’re also worried that real estate and the stock market may
crash in the near future.

If you were certain that prices of some assets or goods would go
up or down in value this year, what action would you take?
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Last year, we predicted that the price of real estate,
cryptocurrency and food would increase – and they did –
dramatically. Yet, we always have a standing assumption that
precious metals will increase over time, too, but they didn’t last
year. Gold began 2021 around $1950/ounce and ended the year
around $1810/ounce. Somewhere, Peter Schiff is on the phone
with clients begging them to stay in his funds.

Sometimes, speculating on price changes seems obvious and
easy, and other times it is a mystery. This year it is very difficult to
determine if price inflation or deflation will be dominant in most
assets and goods.

We are in unprecedented times and there are mixed economic
signals, so I don’t have a clear picture of where things are
headed. There are valid arguments for both sides. In this article, I
will do my best to analyze the landscape to get a better view of
what to expect.

What Is Inflation and Deflation?

Most people think inflation literally means rising prices. But, really,
inflation is the increase of the money supply, and the result is
higher prices. Therefore, deflation is the reduction in money
supply, and the result is lower prices. But it is more complicated
than that.

Supply and demand also play a role in prices. The supply and
demand for certain goods and assets can vary at the same time
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monetary inflation is occurring in the macro economy. For
instance, even though precious metals have been an inflation
hedge for well over a century, the demand to possess
cryptocurrency is currently higher than precious metals, resulting
in higher prices for crypto and lower prices for metals.

Another factor, especially for real estate, is the cost and
availability of financing. If financing is easy and cheap, we see
more demand for buying real estate and, thus, prices rise.
Conversely, if financing is difficult and expensive, there is reduced
demand for real estate causing prices to decline.

Much of supply and demand is based on an individual's
consumption preferences, which is also very difficult to predict.

The Value Of The Dollar

When discussing the value of the dollar, it’s important to ask
“compared to what?” Saying the value of the dollar has collapsed
in the last few decades is not entirely correct. Compared to
computing equipment, the value of the dollar has grown
tremendously during that time.

Another thing to ponder is that if the US stock market crashes, the
value of the dollar increases against those assets. If the real
estate market crashes, the dollar increases in value relative to
homes. Or if the US dollar price of Bitcoin spikes higher, the value
of the dollar declines against it.
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The US dollar compared to other fiat currencies is often called
“the cleanest shirt in the dirty laundry.” In other words, it’s the
least worst fiat currency. If you’re an American, that should not
give you comfort. It may buy us more time than others, but the
end result will be the same.

All central banks appear to be running the digital printing presses
without much restraint, seemingly in an attempt to prop up their
struggling economies and keep up with debt payments.

Fractional reserve banking and government borrowing money into
existence was actually an impressive advancement in the
technology of money. It allowed the money supply to expand with
economic demand. But it was fatally flawed from the beginning
because more money is always needed to satisfy the interest on
debt, and because the government also expanded the money
supply during economic contractions.

Simply put, we may be nearing the end of the current monetary
system and it is very difficult to predict how its demise and
replacement will affect prices.

There are indications that inflation is inevitable, and there are
some that point to deflation. Let’s take a closer look.

Inflationary Pressures

US consumer price inflation rose at the fastest rate in nearly 40
years at 6.8% in November 2021. This rate has been steadily
rising over the last several months. Really since COVID began.
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The main factors driving this inflation remain in place – extreme
government spending, Fed’s policy, supply chain issues and labor
shortages.

Runaway Government Spending

In December 2021, Congress raised the US debt ceiling by $2.5
trillion. This comes after record spending in 2020, including an
extra $2.2 trillion in supplemental spending to combat COVID.
Although Congress paused the $1.75 trillion “Build Back Better”
climate/social spending bill, you can bet that a supplemental
“infrastructure” bill will be passed this year.
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This is all to say that monetary inflation will likely continue to
accelerate, and the result is likely to be consumer price inflation.

Fed’s Policy

The Federal Reserve’s stated policy changes for 2022 should be
deflationary. However, they are still committed to historically low
interest rates, to buying Treasuries and mortgage-backed
securities, and to printing whatever the government needs. See
more in the Deflationary Pressures section below.

Fewer Goods Due to Supply Chain Shocks And Labor
Shortages

If demand for goods remains the same or increases but the
supply shocks continue, we can expect higher prices. The supply
shortages are mostly due to labor shortages manufactured by
government COVID restrictions.

Labor shortages by itself can contribute to inflation. If the demand
of labor stays the same or increases with fewer people willing to
work, wages will climb higher – in turn making the cost of goods
and services higher.

Labor force participation rates remain at historic lows in the
United States, while many industries struggle to find people willing
to work.
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Source

Meanwhile, unvaccinated people continue to be fired while
vaccinated people who test positive for COVID with symptoms are
now allowed to return to work, according to the CDC. It’s clown
world.

The bottom line is when fewer people are working (millions fewer
than at the start of 2020) less things get made, delivered,
repaired, serviced, etc. Less supply of labor and goods + stable
demand = higher prices.

Deflationary Pressures
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A strong argument can be made that the stock market and the
real estate market are in massive bubbles that won’t take much to
burst. A 50% correction can occur in many property areas or
industries and prices would still be historically inflated.

Respected analysts like Harry Dent believe this to be the case.
He expects a major crash in these asset markets in 2022. He also
predicts that crypto will crash in 2022, but expects cryptocurrency
will be the number one high-return sector coming out of the crash.
He says inflation has peaked and reduced stimulus guarantees
the crash.

Fed Plans To Increase Interest Rates

On December 15th, 2021, the Federal Reserve announced that
it’s planning 3 interest rate hikes this year and 3 hikes in 2023 to
combat inflation.

Via CBS NEWS,

Projections released by the central bank predict three
interest-rate hikes next year and three more in 2023. That's
significantly more than the single rate jump it had forecast in
September, and indicates the central bank is much more
concerned about rising prices than it was two months ago.

Economists said the rate hikes could begin as soon as
March, but some expect economic weakness to push lift-off
until the summer.
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Asked about the change in attitude, Powell told reporters:
"It's essentially higher inflation and faster, much faster
progress in the labor market."

Reducing economic stimulus in any way, like raising interest
rates, will likely result in pricking the bubbles that are inflated with
said stimulus.

Fed To Reduce Asset Purchasing

In the same December meeting, the Federal Reserve also
announced a reduction in their asset buying. Not to be confused
with reducing the amount of assets on their balance sheet, it’s a
reduction in the pace that they’re adding assets to their balance
sheet.

In light of inflation developments and the further
improvement in the labor market, the Committee decided to
reduce the monthly pace of its net asset purchases by $20
billion for Treasury securities and $10 billion for agency
mortgage-backed securities.

Beginning this month (January 2022), the Fed will still be buying
at least $40 billion of Treasury securities per month and at least
$20 billion per month of mortgage‑backed securities. This is about
a third less than what they purchased in December 2021 but still
represents huge additions to their balance sheet.
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We’ll see if the Fed actually sticks to this plan if markets crash
because of their moves.

Lower Demand?

At some point the cost of going to a restaurant becomes so much
that people adjust their spending habits. And even with record-low
interest rates, eventually you run out of credit-worthy people who
can afford homes at astronomical prices.

But the biggest pressure on lower demand in the US is
demographics. Baby boomers (the wealthiest generation) are
retiring, downsizing and dying. And millennials aren’t able to
afford their big homes yet due to student debt and other
challenges.

My Plan for 2022

In 2022, I’m pausing my acquisition of alternative assets. I’m
keeping cash in reserve. And I’m also investing in my own
businesses.

I believe most of the things I speculate on will decline in value
relative to the dollar in 2022. A correction in cryptocurrency and
collectibles has already begun. And I can’t see real estate going
much higher before a correction comes – especially if the Fed
raises interest rates.
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Therefore, I plan to keep my powder dry (staying in cash). It
seems like the right thing to do for my circumstances at the
moment.

However, I am investing to help grow a new local business with
my sons. This includes the purchase of necessary tools, capital
equipment and marketing materials. I expect a much better return
on this investment than anything else in this environment.

Let us know what you’re doing to protect your wealth in 2022 on
the Telegram group channel.
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS

Bitcoin prices pulled back a fair amount last month. We started off
December around the $57K level, and quickly sold off to about
$48K. After bouncing around the $48K-$50K level for the
remainder of the month, prices again broke out to the downside in
early January, taking us down to the $42K range we’re at today.

It looks like the market is not quite done flushing out the
over-leveraged traders. Many investors and traders are using
their BTC and ETH as collateral to borrow other cryptocurrencies,
and they’re leveraging up their positions to take advantage of the
incredible interest rates available in decentralized finance
applications. Loan rates of under 5% are readily available, with
deposit rates ranging from 30% to 500%+ depending on the risk
of the asset.
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When these brisk sell-offs hit, over-leveraged traders see the
value of their collateral drop enough that their borrowed position is
no longer significantly backed up by their deposit. In that case,
their smart contract automatically triggers a liquidation and sells
their collateral. With these sharp drops, we often see a cascade of
auto-sells, one after another, leading to sharp declines in asset
prices within hours. If this were a regulated exchange like the
NYSE or something, we’d see things like trading halts put in place
in order to let the computers take a breather, and to let
traders/speculators recompose themselves and put new capital to
work. But in the world of crypto, nothing like that is going to
happen. People here ultimately have to take responsibility for
themselves as there is no robotic safety net coming to the rescue.

The fundamentals that have been driving Bitcoin prices higher
over the past several months really haven’t changed. According to
Pantera Capital, PayPal and Square alone are still buying up
100% of the new Bitcoin supply created each day. The
significance of this is pretty important, as it indicates we’re still
headed towards a serious supply crunch. In addition to this, we
have multiple Bitcoin ETFs that have been approved in Canada
now, and several more in the USA are waiting for final approval.

Another huge driver of Bitcoin demand is now coming from cash
back rewards on credit cards. For anyone looking to passively
accumulate Bitcoin, this is a near-perfect solution, with cash back
rewards rates running from 1-3% depending on the card. The
response to the cards so far have been tremendous. The average
credit card user spends about $5K per year. The average Bitcoin
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rewards credit card user spends about $30K per year, so there’s
clearly a heavy incentive for users to make large purchases on
these cards.

The longer-term picture here still points towards higher prices,
despite the short-term volatility we’re seeing. The recent Fed
meeting talked about reeling in the easy money policies that are
currently in place, as inflation is now hotter than the Federal
Reserve would like. Statements like that typically cause
large-scale sell-offs in higher-risk equities, which is exactly what
we saw in the stock markets and cryptocurrencies this past week.

Our advice remains the same: sit back and ride out the volatility
with Bitcoin, and focus on the long-term picture. For those of you
who don’t own any, or want to buy more, this pullback is one of
the best opportunities we’ve had in some time. The crypto
markets aren’t at risk of disappearing anymore, and the
multi-trillion dollar Metaverse hasn’t even begun yet. In our view,
it’s simply a matter of time before prices head back up.

For now, both the $40K and $50K levels are important
psychological barriers. Should the $40K level break, we could see
a capitulation-style sell-off that would be an excellent buying
opportunity. On the other hand, should we shoot back above
$50K, investor sentiment will shift back to game on, and prices
will likely trend higher.

For anyone interested in earning 8-10% on a USD stablecoin, or
6% on Bitcoin, please visit this link and sign up.
https://countermarkets.com/crypto
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For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using
BlockFi to take your first position. They’ve recently added support
for ACH transfers, and they offer a nice signup bonus and interest
rate in Bitcoin and several other cryptocurrencies. Be careful with
your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable
losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price swings of
50% or more in a matter of days.

Silver Update

Silver prices spent most of last month treading water, not making
much progress one way or another. We started off December
around $23/ounce, and slowly dropped to $22. After that, prices
rallied up to $23.25 and recently sold off back to the $22.25 range
we’re at today. Price movement here has been incredibly slow
and frustrating lately, which is usually what happens in the
precious metals markets. Once investors throw in the towel, we
tend to see the fireworks.

Last month we covered the trading range that’s been in place for
the past 18-19 months for silver, and the opportunity still exists
today for a low-risk entry. While short-term trading isn’t our goal
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here, purchasing silver in this $21-$22 range has been a pretty
wise move for the past 18 months or so. Each time prices have
visited these levels, they’ve bounced sharply, leading to quick
15-20% gains. For anyone looking to make a relatively quick trade
in a slow-moving asset class, buying silver today looks like a solid
opportunity.

In addition, silver has several economic use cases that are on the
upswing. Silver is a crucial component of solar cells, and will be a
very important metal in the global shift towards clean energy. CA’s
recent mandate that all new homes be installed with solar panels
is likely just a start, with other states likely to follow suit.

In addition to solar panels, the electric vehicle trend is also
creating new demand for silver. Every EV battery out there takes
25-50 grams of silver to create, and the production of these
batteries has been steadily increasing. In many parts of the world
electric vehicles are expected to completely replace
gasoline-powered cars within 20 years. The long-term demand
picture for silver looks quite strong.

In addition to this, gold and silver both have preserved wealth
through one crisis after another for thousands of years. So while
higher silver prices are indeed likely, preserving your wealth
against inflation is almost guaranteed. Inflation recently surged
upwards of 7% in the US, and silver prices seem like they have
some catching up to do here. It’s going to be tough for the Federal
Reserve to get inflation back under control, as any sort of
quantitative tightening is likely to send the markets crashing
down, so juicing the economy artificially is going to remain as an
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artificial lifeline for the foreseeable future. There really hasn’t been
a much better long-term picture for gold and silver since the
high-inflation era of the late 1970s, where silver went up about
800%.

While gains like that may not be repeated this time, silver
definitely looks like a bargain here. It’s at the low end of a 18-19
month trading range, demand is on the rise, and macroeconomic
conditions are near perfect for driving prices higher. It may be a
slow grind, but picking up some silver here is the wise move.

Our view on precious metals remains the same: just sit tight and
let time do the heavy lifting. Everything is in place for a great
multi-year run for gold and silver, we just need to be patient and
accumulate more on the dips.

The premium-to-spot price in the physical market is still quite
high. Prices for American Eagle coins are going for about $14
over spot, meaning you’ll pay about $36.28 for a coin with $22.30
worth of silver content. That’s a 63% premium to spot, and we
really can’t suggest you buy at these levels. Historically, it’s
always better to be a seller of precious metals when premiums
are this high, as opposed to a buyer.

If you’re in the market for physical silver and unwilling to wait for
premiums to come back down, there are far better options if you
look at non-US coins. As we mentioned last month, Australian
Kangaroos and Canadian Maple Leafs are selling for about half
the premium that American Eagles are, about $5-$6 per ounce
instead of $14. These coins are 99.9% silver, and contain just as
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much silver content as the Eagles, but they cost about $9 less per
coin. If you’re looking to acquire physical bullion, these coins offer
a far better value for the time being.

Looking at the gold/silver ratio – in our last issue it came in at 79.
At the time of this writing, it’s up to 81, so another jump last
month. This means relative to gold, silver just got a little cheaper.
The 20-year average of gold to silver is about 60, so silver is a
ways away from the long-term average. While it’s not the
screaming bargain it was over a year ago when the gold-to-silver
ratio was near 100, a ratio of 81 does make silver more attractive
than gold again. The last time this ratio hit 100+, we saw silver
spike about 50% in under a month, so silver can definitely get
moving and play catch up, but it can get very cheap before that
happens as well.

If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just
as easily on any stock exchange.

If you’re in the market for physical bullion we suggest you wait
until spot prices have come back to earth. For those of you who
don't mind paying these high premiums, we’d encourage you to
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (February 2022)
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS

Not a member yet?

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets!
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DISCLAIMER

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The
information contained here is for educational and entertainment
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make
costs higher for subscribers.
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